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a b s t r a c t

Solar irradiance in and around forest gaps plays a key role in determining the snowmelt patterns that
shape how forest gaps influence spring snow cover retention relative to open or continuously forested
landscapes. To reduce uncertainty in forest gap snowmelt estimation, a new canopy solar transmittance
model was developed to include the effects of shading and enhanced transmittance. The model couples
a new a ray tracing approach with an existing canopy solar radiation extinction and transmission model.
The new model analytically solves for the path length of a solar ray (beam) through a forest canopy
and potential intersection(s) with a forest gap conceptualized as an upright circular cylinder surrounded
by homogeneous forest. The model was tested alongside simpler transmittance models that ignored
shading and treated the canopy as either a binary (open or forested) classification or that used proximal
canopy descriptors. The models were evaluated using measurements of shortwave radiation from 20
pyranometers in and around a 56 m diameter gap in a coniferous forest. Errors from ignoring shading
were greatest in the gap near the forest edge and in the forest nearest the northern gap edge. The new
model reduced these errors; at the 20 pyranometer locations, individual biases up to +356 W m−2 and
average biases up to +101 W m−2 were reduced to better than ±5 W m−2. Results suggest that an accurate
description of spatial variability of solar irradiance in and around a forest gap requires explicit treatment
of the effects of shading into a gap and enhanced transmittance beyond the gap extent; this is dependent
upon solar position, gap and forest geometry, and location relative to the gap. A sensitivity experiment
with the forest gap – ray trace model in which gap size, latitude, and day of year were varied under
clear-sky conditions showed that cumulative daily solar irradiance has high spatiotemporal variability.
The maximum of the spatial coefficient of variation (CV) of cumulative daily irradiance was a function
of gap size and solar angles; smaller (larger) gaps and lower (higher) solar elevation angle ranges were
more diffuse- (direct beam-) dominated with reduced (increased) spatial variability relative to the mean.
It is found that there is no standard impact of a forest gap on shortwave irradiance – the impact of gap
size on clear sky solar irradiance depends on forest structure, date, and latitude.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Solar radiation is a principal driver of ecological pro-
cesses including net primary productivity (Monteith, 1972)
and forest species composition (Clark and Clark, 1992;
Denslow, 1980; Nicotra et al., 1999) and hydrological pro-
cesses such as soil moisture (Western et al., 1999) and snowmelt
(Male and Gray, 1981; Marks et al., 1992; Pomeroy et al.,
1998). Estimating the magnitude and variation of shortwave
radiation is therefore of paramount importance in many
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ecological and hydrological applications; this is particularly
difficult in discontinuous forested environments characterized by
gaps and small clearings (Baldocchi and Collineau, 1994; Canham,
1988; Gray and Spies, 1996; Gray et al., 2002; Runkle, 1981; Spies
and Franklin, 1989). Compared to full sun conditions, continuous
forest canopy coverage reduces the magnitude of solar radiation
incident on the forest floor (Anderson, 1964; Miller, 1959). Uni-
form canopy cover also limits the spatial variability compared to
that observed beneath sparse or heterogeneous forests (Pomeroy
et al., 2008; Reifsnyder et al., 1971). The assumption of horizontal
canopy homogeneity facilitates the numerical estimation of solar
transmittance with a widely-used probabilistic application (Monsi
and Saeki, 1953) of the Beer–Lambert law; however, typical forest
structure is highly non-uniform. Particularly, canopy disconti-
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nuities in the form of small gaps and clearings invalidate the
underlying assumptions of the Beer–Lambert law.

Numerous canopy solar radiation transfer models account for
the effect of forest structure heterogeneities in a probabilistic
manner with trunks and crowns abstracted by geometric shapes
(e.g., Ellis and Pomeroy, 2007; Ni et al., 1999, 1997; Nijssen and
Lettenmaier, 1999; Satterlund, 1983; Seyednasrollah et al., 2013).
These sophisticated models have many parameters that require
extensive field observation and careful calibration on sub-canopy
radiation measurements. Even fewer models explicitly resolve the
spatial patterns of solar transmittance in and around individual
canopy discontinuities or ‘gaps’. The light environment of a for-
est gap exhibits dynamic patterns caused by solar angles, gap size
and shape, cloudiness, and forest stand characteristics (Canham,
1988; Canham et al., 1990; Ellis et al., 2013; Golding and Swanson,
1978; Lawler and Link, 2011). To account for these complex sub-
canopy light patterns, models generally represent gap geometry
in a conceptual manner as an upright cylindrical opening sur-
rounded by forest canopy (e.g., Canham, 1988; Lawler and Link,
2011; Seyednasrollah and Kumar, 2014) and scale the canopy trans-
mittance of diffuse and direct radiation according to the sky view
and the canopy path length, respectively.

The ability to characterize shortwave radiation at high spatial
resolution in discontinuous forest environments is attractive for
a number of reasons. First, it serves to advance the understanding
of global forest–water–climate interactions. For example, studies of
seasonal snow dynamics often compare observations and/or model
results obtained from a canopy gap or forest clearing to those from
uniformly forested areas (e.g., Lundquist et al., 2013 and refer-
ences therein). While there may be logistical and methodological
reasons for making such comparisons, it is imprecise to abstract
forests as a binary sequence of gaps and non-gaps (Lieberman et al.,
1989). This bulk approach neglects canopy edge effects and sub-
sequent microclimatological gradients that dictate spatiotemporal
patterns of net radiation, sensible and latent heat fluxes, land sur-
face temperature and water availability. Second, spatially explicit
characterization of the surface energy budget in heterogeneous
forests could inform the representativeness of hydrological and
ecological monitoring sites that are often located in small forest
gaps to the surrounding environment (Meromy et al., 2013). Third,
the spatial distribution of melt energy to snow has been shown
to have an important influence on snow-cover depletion curves
and sub-grid variability in snowmelt energetics and meltwater
runoff synthesis (Essery and Pomeroy, 2004; Essery et al., 2003;
Faria et al., 2000). Fourth, there is a pressing need for improved
understanding of the ecological and hydrometeorological impacts
of emerging forest disturbances such as the development of oil
and gas wells across much of the forested landscape in Alberta,
Canada (MacFarlane, 1999; Northrup and Wittemyer, 2013; Pickell
et al., 2013). Likewise there is need to understand the fine-scale
spatiotemporal variations in radiative fluxes resulting from forest
manipulation practices designed to enhance snow retention (e.g.,
Berry and Rothwell, 1992; Golding and Swanson, 1986; Troendle,
1983) and to create shaded fuel breaks for fire behavior modi-
fication (e.g., Agee et al., 2000; Finney, 2001). Finally, fine-scale
energy balance modelling in complex vegetated areas can be used
to evaluate ecohydrological scale dependencies in the spatial cor-
relations among vegetation distribution, water availability (e.g.,
canopy interception, snowmelt rates, evapotranspiration), and the
surface energy budget (Thompson et al., 2011).

Toward this end, field-validated model simulations of spa-
tiotemporal solar irradiance patterns in and around forest gaps
can inform how the influence of gaps on the sub-canopy light
and energy environment varies seasonally, with latitude, and with
gap structure. For example, Canham (1988) and Canham et al.
(1990) developed a sophisticated model of photosynthetically

active irradiance (PAR; 380–710 nm) in and around conceptual-
ized cylindrical forest gaps for a range of low to mid-latitudes
(10–44◦N), slopes, aspects, and tree species. The studies reported
the relative magnitude of PAR averaged over the growing season at
locations in and around relatively small gaps (75–100 m2) to that
expected beneath a continuous forest canopy. Details of the direct
beam canopy transmittance model were not published, challenging
efforts to extend the model from the intended ecological applica-
tion to snow hydrometeorological applications that include more
northerly latitudes, different times of year, larger canopy gaps,
different gap shapes, and a broader range of solar energy wave-
lengths (e.g., 305–2800 nm). More recently, Lawler and Link (2011)
developed a field-verified model to estimate the net shortwave and
longwave radiation along a linear transect bisecting a circular forest
gap. The authors used the canopy path length, determined analyti-
cally from gap position, size, and solar angles, to scale the shortwave
direct beam canopy transmittance; however, the path length cal-
culation was not extended to a gridded configuration necessary to
predict spatial irradiance patterns.

There is much need to enhance the understanding of the spa-
tiotemporal shortwave radiation dynamics in discontinuous forests
through modelling underpinned by detailed measurements. To
accomplish this general goal, the following specific objectives were
addressed:

1. Document the spatiotemporal differences in shortwave irradi-
ance between discrete sensor locations along a transect bisecting
an approximately circular canopy gap,

2. Evaluate the ability of a new spatially explicit conceptual canopy
gap solar transmittance model, forced with above-canopy radi-
ation measurements, to simulate observations made in and
around the canopy gap,

3. Examine potential differences between this conceptual, but
physically based canopy transmittance model and (i) a binary
gap – forest model and (ii) a model parameterized with a proxi-
mal sky view metric, and

4. Assess the sensitivity of the effects of gap size, latitude, and time
of year on the modelled (clear-sky) solar irradiance patterns in
and around conceptualized circular forest gaps.

Such an approach can extend existing knowledge on irradiance
in and around forest gaps to seasons with snow cover (i.e., win-
ter and spring), a broader range of the solar energy spectrum (e.g.,
305–2800 nm) and more northerly latitudes (i.e., >44◦N), including
a large fraction of North American coniferous forest.

2. Methods

2.1. Solar radiation models

A general solar radiation canopy transmittance model is first
presented followed by three variations on the treatment of the
direct beam canopy transmittance: a simple model that ignores
shading, a model of intermediate complexity that scales beam
transmittance according to proximal gap fraction, and a more
complex model that analytically solves for the beam path length
through a discontinuous canopy. In the general model, downward
global shortwave radiation (SW↓) (W m−2) measured at the sub-
canopy surface, hereafter referred to as solar irradiance, is defined
as:

SW↓ = SW0↓dir�dir + SW0↓dif�dif (1)

where SW0↓dir and SW0↓dir(W m−2) are the direct and diffuse com-
ponents of the above-canopy global incoming shortwave radiation
(SW0↓ = SW0↓dir + SW0↓dif), and �dir and �dif represent the canopy
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Fig. 1. The forest gap experiment site in Marmot Creek Research Basin, Alberta,
Canada. Locations of 20 pyranometers (filled circle symbols) transecting the gap
in a N–S orientation are indicated. The 15 m meteorological tower (center of gap)
used to measure above-canopy solar radiation is shown (‘+’ symbol). LiDAR-derived
forest cover fraction and 5 m elevation contour lines illustrate the general shape of
the gap and the relatively flat (slopes <5%) topography, respectively. A circle (28 m
radius; approximately centred on the gap) used to conceptualize the geometry of
this forest gap is plotted. The deforested strip in the lower right is an old access road.
The photo of the site is viewed from Sensor 5 northward toward the 15 m reference
tower at the center of the gap.

transmittance of the direct and diffuse components, respectively.
and were partitioned from measurements of SW0↓ as an empiri-
cal function of atmospheric transmissivity using the all-sky solar
partition model presented in Allen et al. (2006). The canopy trans-
mittance of the diffuse component is estimated as:

�dif = v (2)

where v is the sky view factor commonly measured at a point from
a digital hemispherical photo or modelled over a spatial domain
using 3-D geographic information (e.g., Rich et al., 1994). The direct
beam transmittance at time t is defined as in Pomeroy and Dion
(1996) as:

�dirt
= e−�t�t (3)

where �t is the extinction coefficient and �t is the path length (m) of
the solar beam transmission through a homogeneous forest canopy.
The path length at time t is defined as a function of the time-variant
solar angle �t (radians) and the vertical depth of scattering elements
(m) as:

�t = h

sin(�t)
(4)

The solar coordinates were computed as in Reda and Andreas
(2004) at five-minute time steps for daylight hours (i.e., SW↓0t > 0).
The extinction coefficient is defined as in Pomeroy and Dion (1996)
as:

�t = Qt
L′

h
(5)

where is the effective plant area index (m2 m-2) inclusive of nee-
dle clumping effects i.e., L′ = LAI˝, LAI is the actual leaf area per
unit ground area and � is the clumping index (Gower and Norman,
1991; Smith et al., 1993). The extinction efficiency Qt in Eq. (5) is
a time-variant function of solar angle �t and is formulated as in
Pomeroy et al. (2009) as:

Qt = ��tcos(�t) (6)

The empirical coefficient � was determined for the montane
Engelmann spruce forest of Marmot Creek (L′ value of 2.95) by
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Fig. 2. Shortwave radiation at the snow surface on May 6, 2013 at select locations
in and around a forest gap as measured (red line) and modelled with the geometric
gap model (P09gap; black solid line), the sky-view model (P09svf ; black dashed line),
and the binary-tiled classification (P09bulk; gray dashed line). Panels (a) through (j)
represent different sensor locations. Sensor numbers at right of right of each panel
correspond to those in Fig. 1. The left and right columns correspond to the south
(shaded) and north (sunlit) sensor transects, respectively. Panels are ordered from
the open (top panels a–f grouped within the blue box) to the canopy edge (middle
panels g–h grouped within the gray box) to well within the forest (bottom panels
i–j grouped within the green box). (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

calibration on shortwave measurements to be 1.34; higher than
the 1.081 reported from a boreal jack pine stand study (Pomeroy
et al., 2009). While numerous publications contributed to the devel-
opment of the shortwave canopy transmittance model described
above, for ease of reference it is here referred to as the Pomeroy
et al. (2009) or ‘P09’ model. Note that the model does not explic-
itly account for the reflection or multiple scattering of direct or
diffuse radiation incident on the ground surface or canopy ele-
ments, but does so implicitly through the value of the empirical
coefficients developed from transmittance measurements when
the sub-canopy surface was snow-covered and highly reflective. As
noted previously, solar irradiance in and around a forest gap was
modeled using the general P09 model with three variations on the
treatment of the direct beam transmittance. The first model tested
is an example of tiled land surface schemes in that a binary (tiled),
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Fig. 3. Normalized cumulative error in modeled shortwave radiation on May 6, 2013 along the 20-sensor transect traversing the approximately N–S oriented forest-gap-
forest transect. Note that error values for the P09bulk model at sensors 4 and 5 exceed the range of the y-axis at 14.3 and 8.5, respectively. The approximate locations of the
gap/forest edges relative to the sensor transect are indicated by the vertical lines. The x-axis is not to scale; see Fig. 1 for spatial reference.

aggregated or ‘bulk’ treatment (i.e., P09bulk) of the forest canopy that
considers the forest to be a homogeneous medium with constant
L′ = 2.95 and the gap to be an open area uninfluenced by the sur-
rounding forest. If there is forest cover directly overhead, then the
direct beam is treated as in Eq. (3). In the gap, �dir = 1 for all time
periods. This binary tiled model deliberately ignores the shadow
cast by forest edges into, and enhanced transmittance beyond the
extent of, a vertically projected gap outline; P09bulk thus serves as a
baseline model to highlight the importance of representing variable
solar transmittance in and around canopy gaps.

The second model tested varied direct beam transmittance only
according to the sky view, v, either measured by hemispherical
photo at a point or estimated geometrically based on position
within an idealized cylindrical canopy gap with a specified radius
and forest height as in Essery et al. (2008). The sky view trans-
mittance model is referred to as P09SVF . It allows for a spatially
distributed calculation of irradiance patterns in and around canopy
gaps and is an advance on the binary tiled calculation of P09bulk. A
best-fit empirical relationship between L′ and v as determined from
optical measurements in eight conifer forest stands across western
Canada by Pomeroy et al. (2009) was used to scale the direct beam
transmittance in Eqs. (3) and (5) based on v values as

L′ = e−(v−0.45)/0.29 (7)

Like P09bulk, however, the sky view factor approach lacks direc-
tional consideration of the solar beam trajectory and hence neglects
shading due to canopy interception of direct radiation. A third
model (P09gap) is presented that explicitly treats shade and trans-
mittance dynamics in and around idealized cylindrical forest gaps
depending on solar angles and the spatial position relative to the
center of a gap with a given radius and canopy height. This spatially
distributed model is formulated in terms of canopy path length sim-
ilar to the two models described previously, but the path length
is modified to account for the presence of a canopy gap that can
reduce the distance that a beam would travel through a continuous
forest canopy. In this model, the direct beam canopy transmittance
at spatial position (i, j) on the forest floor (z = 0) at time t when the
sun is above the horizon (i.e., �t > 0) is estimated as in Eq. (3) as:

�diri,j,t
= e−(�t�ci,j,t

), �t > 0 (8)

Unlike Eq. (4) in which �t was the path length through a continu-
ous and homogeneous forest, �ci,j,t

in Eq. (8) is the path length of
a beam traveling only through the canopy and excludes the dis-
tance traveled through the forest gap. To solve for �ci,j,t

, ray tracing
is performed to determine potential intersection(s) between a ray

originating at the ground surface and traveling in the direction
of the sun and a single canopy gap idealized as an upright circu-
lar cylinder of height H and radius r in 3-D Cartesian space. The
model is fully described in Appendix A. Note that a constant L′ = 2.95
was specified as the baseline forest effective plant area index as in
P09bulk.

2.2. Study area and validation dataset

A medium-size forest gap in the Marmot Creek Research Basin,
Alberta, Canada (50◦57′N, 115◦09′W; 1860 m above sea level) was
selected as a model validation site (Fig. 1). The gap was approx-
imately 56 m in diameter and deviated from a circular shape as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The dense surrounding forest had an average
height of 13 m and was composed primarily of Engelmann spruce,
subalpine fir, and a few lodgepole pines (Kirby and Ogilvy, 1969).
Note that the gap radius was slightly more than twice the canopy
height, or 2H. In general, the conifer forest canopy was vertically
continuous from the top to nearly the snow surface such that the
vertical depth of scattering elements h in Eq. (4) was specified to be
equivalent to the average tree height H. The relatively level (slope
<5%) site was located on an otherwise steeper mountainside ris-
ing to a ridgeline immediately to the west that resulted in terrain
shading late in the day (Marsh et al., 2012). Above-canopy solar
irradiance (unaffected by surrounding trees) was measured atop a
15 m meteorological tower located in the center of the gap (Fig. 1).

Solar radiation measurements used for model validation were
collected on May 6, 2013 with an array of 20 Kipp & Zonen CM3
pyranometers (spectral sensitivity: 305–2800 nm). Fig. 1 shows the
spatial arrangement of the 20 sensors positioned along an approx-
imate north–south axis of the gap and extending 15 m into the
forest on both sides. A greater density of sensors was deployed on
the south side of the gap to capture shading by the forest edge, and
in the forest to the north of the gap to measure enhanced transmit-
tance beyond the gap extent due to reduced canopy path lengths.
Note that four Kipp & Zonen CNR4 radiometers were located in the
gap center between sensors 10 and 11 (Fig. 1) and nearest the north
and south gap edges, but were not used in the analysis to maintain
consistency of sensor type and height. Sensors were placed on rigid
foam blocks on the snow surface and were carefully cleaned and
levelled the previous evening and throughout the day. Data were
measured at 10 s intervals and averaged and recorded every 5 min
as in Lawler and Link (2011).

At each of the 20 pyranometer locations, upward-looking hemi-
spherical photos were obtained using a tripod-mounted Nikon
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Table 1
Sensor-specific model evaluation.

Norm. cumulative error RMSE Bias, W m−2 R

Sensor Bulk SVF Gap Bulk SVF Gap Bulk SVF Gap Bulk SVF Gap

South forest 1 −0.59 −0.59 −0.28 95.5 95.3 86.8 −25 −24.6 −12 0.39 0.39 0.5
2 0 −0.01 0.75 29.4 29.5 35.3 0 −0.2 12.7 0.35 0.35 0.31
3 −0.31 −0.18 0.28 34.7 33.7 34.1 −7.5 −4.4 6.7 0.43 0.44 0.47
Mean −0.3 −0.26 0.25 53.2 52.8 52.1 −10.8 −9.7 2.5 0.39 0.39 0.43

Shaded open 4 14.32 1 0.35 526.1 45.9 29.8 427.5 29.8 10.5 0.53 0.53 0.55
5 8.48 0.49 −0.02 506.8 67.7 60.7 409.1 23.6 −0.8 0.43 0.43 0.43
6 3.69 0.1 0.01 459 149.6 147.9 359.9 10.1 1.1 0.47 0.47 0.48
7 1.04 −0.29 0.04 366.8 253.7 230 233.5 −65.4 9.3 0.58 0.58 0.62
Mean 6.88 0.32 0.1 464.7 129.2 117.1 357.5 −0.47 5 0.5 0.5 0.52

Sunlit open 8 0.23 −0.47 0.01 230.1 320.2 222.3 84.6 −176.9 5.1 0.81 0.81 0.8
9 −0.03 −0.55 −0.09 122.3 352.9 115.2 −15 −257.9 −41.1 0.95 0.95 0.96
10 0.12 −0.45 0.1 111.6 323.2 98.1 −17.8 −233.4 −29.9 0.96 0.96 0.97
11 −0.02 −0.45 −0.05 116.5 299.3 62.5 −9.5 −211.2 −24.2 0.97 0.97 0.99
12 0.03 −0.54 −0.06 111.7 337.6 73.9 14.2 −240.5 −26.3 0.96 0.97 0.98
13 0.12 −0.67 −0.03 160.8 403.3 81.4 50.4 −274.3 −11.5 0.93 0.94 0.98
14 0.12 −0.76 −0.07 180.7 457.6 64.9 50.7 −308.4 −27.9 0.92 0.94 0.99
Mean 0.08 −0.56 −0.03 147.7 356.3 102.6 49.7 −232.9 −14.5 0.93 0.93 0.95

North forest 15 1.11 −0.74 0.18 356.5 335.3 239.4 240 −161 40 0.67 0.79 0.71
16 −0.3 −0.25 0.44 71.6 71.3 102.3 −12.6 −10.4 18.5 0.28 0.28 0.13
17 −0.36 −0.29 −0.11 103.1 102.6 109.5 −16.9 −13.5 −5.2 0.22 0.22 0.11
18 −0.05 0 −0.03 44.3 44.3 44.3 −1.6 −0.1 −0.9 0.44 0.44 0.44
19 0.15 0.04 0.13 50.9 50.7 50.9 3.8 1 3.3 0.37 0.37 0.37
20 0.03 −0.01 0.03 50.2 50.2 50.2 0.8 −0.2 0.8 0.48 0.48 0.48
Mean 0.09 −0.21 0.11 112.8 109.1 99.4 −5.3 −4.6 3.3 0.41 0.43 0.37
All sensors 1.39 −0.23 0.08 186.4 191.2 97 88.4 −95.9 −3.6 0.61 0.61 0.61

Coolpix 995 camera with a fisheye converter. Photos were taken
at a height of 1 m above the sensor level. Images were processed
with the CANEYE software (Baret and Weiss, 2004) to estimate the
in situ sky view factor (v). The sensor-specific v values were used
in all three (point-scale) models to estimate �dif in Eq. (2), and in
the P09SVF model to scale the direct beam transmittance accord-
ing to L′ in Eq. (6). Differentially corrected UTM coordinates of the
sensors and tower were obtained with a Leica Viva GS15 base sta-
tion and rover. An airborne LiDAR-derived DEM and canopy density
map (DeBeer and Pomeroy, 2010; Hopkinson et al., 2012), at 1 m
grid spacing, are provided in Fig. 1 to illustrate the gap and canopy
structure relative to the sensor and tower locations.

The projected circular outline of a conceptual canopy gap (56 m
diameter) used in the P09gap model is also shown (Fig. 1). The circle
was georeferenced to most closely align with the LiDAR-measured
canopy edge and the model was run at the point-scale by converting
pyranometer UTM positions to circle-centric Cartesian coordinates
(see Appendix A).

2.3. Experimental design

The three models were evaluated for their relative skill at sim-
ulating the solar irradiance measured at the 20 sensor locations in
and around the forest gap for this clear day. Three error metrics
were evaluated: the normalized cumulative daily error (NCE), the
root mean square error (RMSE), and the model bias. The three mod-
els were then applied in a spatially explicit manner (131 × 131 m,
1 m grid spacing, with the gap center offset in the southern 1/3
of the domain) to compare model estimates of cumulative daily
irradiance in and around the conceptual cylindrical gap (Fig. 1).
The models were forced with the same above-canopy shortwave
observations as described previously.

For ease of discussion, sensors positioned in and around the for-
est gap are classified into four regions of similar irradiance: (i) south
forest (3 sensors); an area of low irradiance caused by direct beam
attenuation by continuous canopy and limited gap influence on dif-
fuse radiation, (ii) shaded open (4 sensors); an area on the south side
of the gap that received reduced irradiance as a result of shading
from the forest on the southern edge of the gap, (iii) sunlit open (7

sensors); an area inside the gap with a large sky view that received
full irradiance for much of the day, and (iv) north forest (6 sensors);
an area of forest with reduced irradiance on the north side of the
gap but some direct and diffuse contributions from the gap into
the forest. Model results are compared within and among these
general irradiance regimes; the suitability of the irradiance regime
classification is further evaluated against measurements.

Finally, a clear-sky sensitivity test of the P09gap model was con-
ducted. Above-canopy, clear-sky global, direct and diffuse solar
radiation components were estimated as in Allen et al. (2006) with
solar positions calculated as in Reda and Andreas (2004) using a
solar constant of 1367 W m−2. The above-canopy data were esti-
mated for biweekly intervals between December 21 and June 22 at
five-minute daylight time steps (SW0↓t

> 0) for latitudes between
31◦N and 71◦N representing the general latitudinal extent of North
American coniferous forests. For each latitude and date range, the
model was run with canopy gap radii (fraction of the 13 m forest
height, H) ranging from 2 m (0.15H), to 50 m (3.85H).

The sensitivity results of the effects of latitude, date, and gap size
on sub-canopy solar irradiance in and around forest gaps were eval-
uated as follows. First, illustrative examples of model results from
changing latitude and day of year for a single gap size (1H) are pro-
vided. Three model metrics are presented: (i) the cumulative daily
solar irradiance, (ii) the fraction of global cumulative daily irradi-
ance composed of the direct solar beam, and (iii) the cumulative
daily solar irradiance normalized by that simulated in a continuous
forest i.e., the fraction of irradiance contributed by the gap itself,
referred to as the Normalized Gap-Contributed Irradiance (NGCI).

The location and magnitude of the daily cumulative radiative
maxima were evaluated. This metric informs where, relative to
the gap center, the solar irradiance is greatest, how that location
changes with solar angle and gap size, and how the magnitude
compares to the above-canopy value. Finally, metrics describing
the cumulative daily irradiance (median, quartiles, and coefficient
of variation CV) were used to evaluate the sensitivity of solar irra-
diance dynamics to latitude, gap size, and day of year separately for
the area within the projected gap extent and in the forest beyond
the gap. Because irradiance is a continuous two-dimensional field
and very low magnitude irradiance transmitted through a gap can
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Fig. 4. (a) RMSE and (b) bias values of the three models computed against five-
min measurements for May 6, 2013. Errors bars represent the mean model error
binned according to the relative gap location: forest south (n = 3); open shaded
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extend long distances into the forest, a threshold of 5% above the
continuous forest values was specified; values below 5% were not
evaluated. This value was chosen to include as much of the area of
gap influence within the model domain as possible (i.e., the area
delineated by a lower threshold value may have extended beyond
the model domain when solar elevation angles were low) and to
capture as much of the variability as possible. Seasonal trends in
these metrics were explored for their sensitivity to gap size and
latitude.

3. Results

3.1. Measurements and models

Time-series comparisons of model results and measurements
from sensor locations along south- and north-side gap transects
illustrate the high spatiotemporal variability of solar radiation and
the differences among the performances and simulated dynam-
ics of the P09bulk, P09SVF and P09gap models (Fig. 2). The temporal
variability in measured solar irradiance increased from the gap
center (Fig. 2a) toward the south (shaded) edge (Fig. 2c and e)
and the duration of unimpeded irradiance decreased from the
gap center (Fig. 2b) toward the north (sunlit) edge (Fig. 2d and
f). Within the gap, the P09SVF model that scaled direct beam

transmittance only according to the proximal sky view greatly
underestimated the irradiance compared to measured values, how-
ever P09SVF estimates were closest to measured irradiance values
nearest the shaded gap edge (Fig. 2e and g). Comparatively, the
P09bulk model simulated the magnitude of uninterrupted midday
irradiance quite well at sun-exposed (hereafter, sunlit) sensor loca-
tions within the gap (Fig. 2a–d and f) including the sunlit canopy
edge (Fig. 2h). Despite the midday accuracy at these locations, the
P09bulk model overestimated the morning and afternoon irradi-
ance values measured within the gap, particularly on the sunlit
side (Fig. 2d, f, and h) and vastly overestimated midday irradi-
ance on the shaded side throughout the day (Fig. 2e and g). The
P09gap ray trace model simulated both the magnitude of measured
uninterrupted irradiance and the reduced morning and afternoon
irradiance values quite well. Although P09gap coarsely approxi-
mated the intermittent nature of measured irradiance values both
on the shaded side of the gap (Fig. 2e) and the sunlit edge (Fig. 2h)
with a bell-like curve of reduced magnitude, it exhibited the low-
est spatially integrated error. For example, the spatially averaged
RMSE values from the P09bulk, P09SVF and P09gap models evalu-
ated at four sensor locations within the shaded region of the gap
were 464.7 W m−2, 129.2 W m−2, and 117.1 W m−2, respectively
(Table 1). On average at seven sensor locations within the sunlit
gap region, the P09bulk, P09SVF and P09gap models produced RMSE
values of 147.7 W m−2, 356.3 W m−2, and 102.6 W m−2, respec-
tively (Table 1). Averaged at all sensor locations within the gap,
the P09bulk, P09SVF and P09gap models produced RMSE values of
306.2 W m−2, 242.8 W m−2, and 109.9 W m−2, respectively, and bias
values of 203.6 W m−2, −116.7 W m−2, and −4.8 W m−2, respec-
tively.

In the forest, measured irradiance values were low with short-
duration spikes i.e., sunflecks, more prevalent north of the gap
(Fig. 2j) than in the forest to the south (Fig. 2i). Here, P09gap simu-
lated a slight increase in irradiance between 13:00 and 15:30 that
was not simulated by the other two models (Fig. 2j). The differ-
ence was due to the P09gap model’s ability to simulate a reduction
in direct beam canopy path length in the early afternoon caused
by the close proximity of the sensor location to the conceptual gap
(see example in Fig. A1). Only in the forest to the south of the gap
where direct beam transmittance was least likely to be impacted
by the forest gap did the three models produce similar irradiance
estimates (Fig. 2i).

When evaluated against sensor measurements made in the for-
est to the south of the gap, all three models generally performed
well and no one model stood out as optimal (Table 1 and Fig. 3).
Inside the gap, however, distinct differences between the three
models were evident (Figs. 3 and 4; Table 1). Of all models, P09bulk

had the greatest overall error; it greatly overestimated irradiance
on the shaded south side of the gap (mean NCE, RMSE, and bias of
6.88, 465 W m−2, and 357 W m−2, respectively) as well as near the
sunlit forest edge on the north side of the gap (Table 1; Figs. 3 and 4)
because it ignored any effects of forest cover except that directly
overhead. Despite high error values near the gap edge, P09bulk

exhibited low error compared to sensor observations in the sun-
lit central part of the gap where its open sky assumptions for the
gap were most closely met (mean NCE, RMSE, and bias of 0.08,
148 W m−2, and 50 W m−2; Table 1 and Figs. 3 and 4). The P09SVF

model was most accurate nearest the shaded, southern gap edge
(mean NCE, RMSE and bias of 0.32, 129 W m−2, and 0.5 W m−2),
but the errors trended increasingly negative toward the northern,
sunlit side (mean NCE, RMSE, and bias of −0.56, 356 W m−2, and
−233 W m−2) and into the forest to the north (Fig. 3). Whilst P09SVF

reduced transmittance according to proximal sky view it did not
consider enhanced transmittance in the direction of the sun – the
model thus performed best on the shaded side of the gap where
solar transmittance was more diffuse-dominated (Fig. 2e and f). The
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Fig. 5. (a–c) Spatially distributed cumulative global shortwave irradiance on May 6, 2013 modeled in and around a 28 m radius circular gap using the Pomeroy et al. (2009)
(i.e., ‘P09’) model with (a) a bulk canopy treatment P09(bulk) (constant LAI’ in forest; full transmittance in gap) and (b) variable gap transmittance P09(SVF) (constant LAI’ in
forest; gap transmittance according to a distributed v estimate), and (c) the conceptual cylindrical gap path length model P09(gap) . (d–e) The differences in the P09(bulk) and
P09(SVF) model results compared to the P09(gap) model (i.e., ‘P09xxx–P09(gap) ’). (f) The diffuse irradiance estimated from v for all three models.

P09gap model exhibited low errors at all sensor locations within the
gap (mean NCE, RMSE and bias of−0.04, 110 W m−2, and−5 W m−2)
and, unlike the other models, there was no trend in error from
the south (S) to the north (N) side (Figs. 3 and 4). When averaged
over the 20 sensor locations, the P09gap model outperformed the
P09SVF and P09bulk models in terms of the NCE (0.07, −0.23, and
1.38, respectively), RMSE (108 W undefined m−2, 181 W m−2, and
210 W m−2, respectively) and bias (−1.3 W m−2, −71.1 W m−2, and
101.0 W m−2, respectively) error metrics (Figs. 3 and 4).

When applied to the complete spatial domain, the differences
in cumulative solar irradiance simulated by the three models
were large (Fig. 5). All three models treated diffuse irradiance
similarly (Fig. 5f) such that differences in cumulative irradiance
(Fig. 5a–c) are caused by differences in calculation of direct beam
transmittance. The bulk approach simulated high solar irradiance
( 28 MJ m−2) throughout the gap whereas the proximal sky view
approach simulated a maximum irradiance at the gap center of
19 MJ m−2, symmetrically dropping to 13 MJ m−2 at the gap edge
(Fig. 5b). The P09gap model estimated asymmetry in cumulative
solar irradiance patterns along the N–S axis in and around the gap
with a maximum value ( 28 MJ m−2) at the center and a minimum
value (<5 MJ m−2) against the southern gap edge (Fig. 5c). Notably,
the P09gap model simulated higher solar irradiance (>10 MJ m−2)
than the other models in the forest to the N, east (E), and west
(W) of the gap – this zone of enhanced irradiance within the for-
est was limited to within 10 m of the gap edge. Compared to the
P09gap cumulative irradiance simulated for this single day of mea-
surement (May 6, 2013), the bulk approach greatly overestimated
(>20 MJ m−2 difference) and underestimated (<−18 MJ m−2 differ-
ence) irradiance along the S side of the gap and within the forest
on the N side, respectively (Fig. 5d). The proximal sky view model
slightly overestimated irradiance on the S side of the gap and largely
underestimated irradiance in the center and on the N side of the gap
as well as into the forest, particularly on the N side (Fig. 5e). Given
these persistent differences in model performance and insight into
gap solar radiation dynamics, the P09gap with its minimal errors
was employed for further sensitivity analysis.

3.2. Forest gap model sensitivity to latitude, day of year, and gap
size

Simulations with the P09gap model showed that changing lati-
tude and day of year had pronounced impacts on the magnitude
and spatial patterns of the cumulative daily solar irradiance in
and around a 1H radius gap (Fig. 6; left panels). The magnitude
of cumulative solar irradiance increased seasonally at all latitudes.
The spatial patterns were symmetric about the N–S gap axis (as in
Fig. 5c) but highly asymmetric about the E–W axis with a region
of enhanced irradiance to the north of gap center and elongated in
the E–W direction (Fig. 6; left panels). Comparatively low irradiance
was simulated S of the gap center. In general, the N–S asymmetry
became less pronounced with time since the winter solstice and
this trend was consistent across all but the highest latitudes (Fig. 6;
left panels). The simulated N–S asymmetry was caused by enhanced
direct beam transmittance to the N of gap center, where the direct
beam fraction of cumulative irradiance often exceeded 90%, com-
pared to the S side of the gap where it represented only 50–70%
(Fig. 6; right panels). The direct beam was the dominant solar flux
to distances as far as 2H beyond the gap edge into the surround-
ing forest (Fig. 6; right panels). The Normalized Gap-Contributed
Irradiance NGCI metric in Fig. 7 illustrates the spatial extent of
gap influence on cumulative solar irradiance; the greatest influence
(NGCI > 3) was always within 2H of the gap center (1H of the gap
edge) whereas low-level influence (NGCI < 3) extended distances
>2H into the forest particularly to the N of the gap at higher latitudes
and early in the year.

The spatial location of the maximum cumulative irradiance rela-
tive to the gap center varied with gap size, time of year, and latitude
(Fig. 8). In small gaps ≤1H radii in midwinter, the irradiance max-
ima (<10% of above-canopy radiation) occurred at the N edge of
the gap except at latitudes ≥51◦N, where lower winter solar angles
created predominantly diffuse radiation that caused the maxima
to occur closer to the gap centers (Fig. 8a). Later in the season as
solar angles increased, the maxima irradiance values in small gaps
at these higher latitudes (≥51◦N) trended toward the N edge of
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Fig. 6. (left) Simulated daily cumulative solar irradiance in and around a gap with a radius length equal to the forest height (1H) for five latitudes (panel rows) for the first
days of January, March and May (panel columns; (right) the direct beam fraction of cumulative daily global solar irradiance for a 1H gap and for the same range of latitudes
and days. Circular outlines of the projected gap are shown. Note that the gaps are offset in the southern 1/3 of the domain to highlight the enhanced irradiance patterns to
the N of the gap, and only the eastern half of the domains are shown as results are symmetrical about the N–S gap axis (see Canham, 1988).

the gap before again progressing closer to the gap center (Fig. 8b
and c). In general, the magnitudes of gap irradiance maxima, rel-
ative to above-canopy values, exhibited similar trends throughout
the year for all gap sizes and latitudes (Fig. 8). Note that the simu-
lated cumulative daily irradiance maxima never occurred beyond
the projected gap extent.

Within the extent of circular gaps (i.e., excluding the forest), the
median cumulative solar irradiance was greater at lower latitudes,
closer to the summer solstice, and in larger gaps (Fig. 9; left panels).
Increasing gap size had a nonlinear positive effect on cumulative
irradiance; increasing gap size at 51◦N on May 1 from 0.5H to 1H
radii resulted in a nearly three-fold increase in the (spatial) median
cumulative irradiance of 9 MJ m−2 while further increasing from 1H
to 1.5H caused only a 25% increase of 3.6 MJ m−2. Within the gaps,
the distribution of the median daily cumulative solar irradiance was
biased toward the third quartile for high solar elevations and larger
gaps and slightly biased toward the first quartile for small gaps

under conditions of low solar elevations (Fig. 9; left panels). The
coefficient of variation CV of cumulative daily solar irradiance was
greatest at lower latitudes, in smaller gaps, and early in the winter;
a trend that reversed with increasing gap size and in the spring
when the CV became positively correlated with latitude (Fig. 9;
right panels). The gap size at which the CV on a given date was
maximized was latitude and date dependent. For example, at 51◦N
latitude the maximum CV value (0.84) occurred for a 2.15H gap on
January 1, the maximum CV was 0.71 for a 1H gap on March 1, and
0.48 for a 0.5H gap on 1 May (Fig. 9; right panels).

4. Discussion

Measurements of global solar radiation at 20 sensor locations
along a N–S transect of a forest gap on May 6 at 51◦N latitude indi-
cated sharply different irradiance regimes over short distances and
time periods. Measurements made nearest the gap center were,
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Fig. 7. The fraction of solar irradiance relative to a continuous forest (i.e., Normalized Gap Contributed Irradiance, NGCI) in and around a 1H gap for a range of latitude
(panel rows) and dates (panel columns). A threshold of 5% above the cumulative irradiance estimated in a continuous forest i.e., NGCI ≥ 1.05 was used to limit the (otherwise
semi-infinite) spatial extent of the NGCI metric.

at mid-day, the closest in form to the bell-shape of the measured
cloud-free above-canopy irradiance (Fig. 2a and b). The steeper
limbs and narrower shape of the irradiance at gap-center were
caused by direct beam extinction by the forest edges in the morn-
ing and evening. This irradiance regime also extended into the N

side of the gap (Fig. 2). In contrast, the S side of the gap was sub-
ject to intermittent shading by individual trees of different heights
that comprised the forest edge, which produced alternating irradi-
ation in the form of full sun and shade. Toward the S gap edge, the
transmitted radiation environment was increasingly diffuse and
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Fig. 8. Location (normalized northing distance from gap center where 0 and 1 corre-
spond to the gap center and northern gap edge, respectively; hollow black markers)
and magnitude (fraction of above-canopy irradiance; filled red markers) of the
cumulative shortwave radiation maxima estimated by the gap model for the 1st
day of the months of January (top), March (middle), and May (bottom) as a function
of changing the circular gap radius length r (x-axis; provided as a fraction of canopy
height H) for five different latitudes (symbols). (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

received fewer and shorter duration periods of direct beam radi-
ation (Fig. 2). Direct beam radiation also penetrated from the gap
up to 10 m N into the forest (Fig. 2i) and periods of direct beam
radiation from the gap were more frequent and prolonged rela-
tive to those due to sunflecks on the forested S side (Fig. 2j). This
finding supports the concept of gap influences extending beyond
the projected gap area as initially suggested by Runkle (1982). The
measurements and simulations illustrate the dynamic and complex

nature of shortwave energy gradients in and around a moderate-
size canopy clearing (2H radius).

Compared to measurements, models that did not explic-
itly resolve shading and enhanced canopy transmittance were
incapable of reliably simulating the spatial variability or daily
mean properties of irradiance in and around the forest gap. The
binary, tiled P09bulk model that ignored shading performed best
in locations where its underlying uniform assumptions were most
realistic: in the continuous forest to the S that did not receive direct
radiation from the gap, and in the center and N sectors of the gap
that had minimal shading from the surrounding forest. Adjust-
ments to the direct beam transmittance based on proximal sky view
(P09SVF ) performed better where P09bulk failed, but exhibited large
negative biases over other parts of the gap and overestimated irra-
diance near the shaded S edge (Figs. 3 and 4). The results illustrate
the importance of considering process-based shading and transmit-
tance dynamics in the estimation of solar irradiance in and around
a forest gap.

It is shown that when the model representation of the direct
beam canopy path length is modified to account for canopy gaps,
accurate simulations of irradiance in and around a forest gap are
possible. The main limitation of the ray trace model is the assump-
tion that the gap is surrounded by a homogeneous canopy structure.
Errors from forest conditions not meeting this assumption were
most prevalent around the irregular gap edges (Figs. 3 and 4).
These challenges for canopy solar transmittance models are well
documented (e.g. Canham et al., 1990; Lawler and Link, 2011;
Musselman et al., 2012; Nijssen and Lettenmaier, 1999) and could
be overcome with a spatially distributed representation of canopy
structural variability and thus improved representation of 3-D
canopy path lengths such as can be obtained with LiDAR (e.g.,
Musselman et al., 2013; Peng et al., 2014). Finally, the instrumented
gap deviated in shape from a conceptual cylinder and an access road
to the southeast (Fig. 1) that resulted in increased morning trans-
mittance at sensors 7–10 and a corresponding underestimation of
irradiance by the P09gap model (Fig. 2a and c).

Patterns of daily areal solar irradiance simulated by the spa-
tially explicit P09gap model varied according to the day of year,
latitude and gap size (Figs. 6 and 7). Lower solar angles promoted a
marked N–S asymmetry in irradiance, with more gap-contributed
irradiance on the N side of the gap and in the adjacent forest; this
asymmetry was more common at higher latitudes and declined as
solar elevation increased into the spring months. Canham et al.
(1990) reported a similar asymmetry and found that maximum
growing-season gap PAR occurred nearest the gap center at low
latitudes (10◦N) and migrated toward and sometimes beyond the
northern gap edge as latitude increased and/or gap size decreased.
The extended sensitivity analysis to earlier in the season, more
northerly latitudes, and to larger gaps expands upon previous
results to show that the spatial location of maximum irradiance
occurs near gap center when the irradiance regime is diffuse-
dominated (i.e., earlier in the year, at higher latitudes, and in smaller
gaps) (Fig. 8). An abrupt shift in the spatial location of the irra-
diance maximum to the northern gap edge occurs as sufficiently
high solar elevation angles and/or large gap sizes permit the direct
beam to pass unimpeded into the gap; this shift is followed by a
gradual progression of the irradiance maximum back to the gap
center (as reported by Canham et al., 1990) as solar elevation
angles/gap sizes further increase (Fig. 8). Interestingly, the sim-
ulated position of maximum irradiance did not migrate into the
forest, even for small gaps at high latitudes (Fig. 8). In contrast,
Canham (1988) reported maxima values as far as 5 m (1 gap radius)
N of the northern gap edge for a 0.2H gap at 44◦N during the summer
growing season when solar elevations were relatively high. As the
Canham (1988) beam transmittance algorithm was not published,
the cause of the discrepancy remains unknown. In general, there is
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Fig. 9. (left) Cumulative solar irradiance (y-axes) within the circular gap extent reported as the median (markers) and quartiles (bars) for a range of latitude (marker style,
color), gap size (x-axes), and date (panel rows). The empty markers on the right y-axis indicate the above-canopy cumulative irradiance for the respective latitudes (i.e.,
that expected in a gap of infinite size). (right) The coefficient of variation CV of the cumulative solar irradiance values within the circular gap extent for the same sensitivity
analysis. Markers are offset along the x-axes for visual clarity.

strong agreement between the two studies in that nearly half of the
gap-contributed irradiance, largely dominated by the direct beam,
occurred in the northern sector of gaps (Fig. 7) and often extended
well into the forest, particularly when solar elevations were low.

Forest structure characteristics used in the sensitivity analy-
sis were derived from measurements made at the field site in
the southern Canadian Rockies at 51◦N. Because other latitudes
and elevations will exhibit different primary forest characteristics
such as LAI’ and hence canopy extinction efficiency, and seasonal
cloudiness will differ from the clear-sky assumption made here,
the sensitivity results are idealized; gap influences on local solar
irradiance will depend upon local forest characteristics and cloud
cover and will vary in more complex ways than evaluated here.

The dynamics of the (spatial) distribution of shade and irradi-
ance patterns simulated within a forest gap were indeed found to be
sensitive to gap size, but the sensitivity was unique to latitude and
day of year. In general, increasing gap size caused the median and
quartiles of the irradiance distribution to first slowly increase for
small (<1H radius) gaps, followed by a greater increase at mid-sized
gaps, after which the curve begins to plateau for larger gaps (Fig. 9;
left panels). The ‘break’ in the rate of increase of the irradiance
median with gap size describes a condition where gap geometry
and/or solar angles permit direct solar irradiance to predominantly
fill a forest gap. It is useful to describe this ‘break’ in terms of the
(spatial) variability of solar irradiance relative to the mean (i.e., the
CV). Pomeroy et al. (2001) first described the CV of melt energy
under a boreal forest canopy and found that it was normally dis-
tributed and suggested that it would be strongly influenced by
forest shading and important to consider in deriving snow covered
area depletion curves. The CV of shortwave irradiance within a gap
was low for small gaps and low solar elevation angles when gap
irradiance was diffuse dominated and varied largely according to
sky view. At greater solar elevation angles and/or gap sizes, the CV
increased as more direct beam radiation was allowed to pass over

the treetops into the gap, in sharp contrast to the shaded south-
ern half of a gap. The CV increase with gap size was followed by a
decrease, causing a global maximum CV value, as direct beam irra-
diance became the dominant flux and the area shaded by the forest
edge was proportionately reduced (Fig. 9; right panels). This vari-
ation in a critical energy balance term for snow ablation provides
an important first step in determining the spatial variation of melt
energy in discontinuous canopies to inform future snow covered
area depletion schemes that include variable melt energy.

5. Conclusions

A spatial comparison of three canopy transmittance models
highlighted the importance of simulating shade effects of the for-
est edge in the direction of the sun as well as localized enhanced
transmittance of solar radiation through the gap into the surround-
ing forest. A sensitivity experiment with a new canopy gap – ray
trace model in which gap size, latitude, and day of year were var-
ied showed remarkable spatial variability in cumulative daily solar
irradiance. Lower solar angles promoted a north-south asymmetry
in irradiance with greater irradiance on the northern half of the gap
and in the adjacent forest; this asymmetry was more pronounced
at high latitudes and declined as solar elevation angles increased
after winter. The spatial distribution patterns of cumulative daily
solar irradiance were evaluated; increasing gap size caused the
(spatial) coefficient of variation CV to increase before reaching a
latitude- and date-specific maximum, after which it decreased. This
variability in shortwave irradiance – a critical snow energy bal-
ance term – can help to determine the spatial variation of melt
energy to inform future snow covered area depletion schemes that
include variable melt energy. The gap size at which the CV was max-
imized was used to describe a condition where gap geometry and/or
solar angles permit direct beam solar irradiance to become the
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predominant solar flux on the floor of a forest gap; smaller (larger)
gaps were more diffuse (direct beam) dominated with reduced spa-
tial variability relative to the mean. Future research should be able
to extend this study to address gap influences over a range of for-
est stand characteristics, climate, and slopes at various latitudes.
Future work should also incorporate the full suite of forest snow
mass and energy exchange processes to determine optimal gap size
for snow retention and methods to incorporate gap effects in basin
and landscape scale snow models.
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Appendix A.

The ray trace model used to compute the path length �ci,j,t
of a

beam traveling through a canopy excluding the distance traveled
through a forest gap idealized as a circular cylinder is presented
here. To solve for �ci,j,t

, the potential intersections, or quadratic
roots �, between a ray originating at the ground surface and trav-
eling in the direction of the sun and a canopy gap idealized as a
cylinder in 3-D Cartesian space (Fig. A1) are analytically evaluated.
A ray is defined by its origin M = (x0, y0, z0) and a difference vector
D = (xD, yD, zD) represented by the equation:

P(�) = M + �D, � ≥ 0 (A1)

Fig. A1. Illustration of a canopy gap conceptualized as a circular cylinder of radius
r surrounded by a continuous and homogeneous canopy cover of height H. An illus-
trative example is provided of a ray initialized at grid element (i, j) on the forest floor
and traveling at an elevation angle of � a distance Hsin(�) before emerging out the
top of the canopy layer. Intersection points (filled circles) between the ray and the
cylinder or top of the canopy layer are indicated. The intersection points are used
to compute the path length of the ray through the canopy (lci,j,t

; red line elements)
excluding the distance traveled through the canopy gap (blue line element). The
example is representative of lcase5

ci,j,t
from Eq. (A12). (For interpretation of the refer-

ences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Since the ray is considered to originate at the ground (z0 = 0), it can
be represented by the equations:

x(�) = x0 + �xD

y(�) = y0 + �yD

z(�) = 0 + �zD

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭

� ≥ 0 (A2)

The equation for a circular cylinder oriented along the z-axis
with height H and radius r is:

x2 + y2 = r2, with0 < z ≤ H (A3)

Intersection points (if any) are solved for by plugging the ray
equations (Eq. (A2)) into the cylinder equation (Eq. (A3)):

(x0 + �xD)2 + (y0 + �yD)2 = r2 = �2(yD
2 + xD

2)

+�(2x0xD + 2yoyD) + x0
2 + y0

2 (A4)

and solving for � (as many as two solutions). Positive � val-
ues represent intersection points with an infinite cylinder (the
finite case in terms of vertical boundaries is considered below). The
quadratic equation can be solved as:

a = (yD
2 + xD

2) (A5)

b = 2(x0xD + y0yD) (A6)

c = x0
2 + y0

2 − r2 (A7)

A positive discriminant b2 − 4ac indicates the existence of at
least one intersection, in which case the roots � are calculated as:

� = −b ±
√

b2 − 4ac

2a
(A8)

If a solution exists, the � values are ranked from smallest (first
intersection) to largest (last intersection), and the intersection
point(s) I are computed as:

(Ix, Iy, Iz) = M + �D (A9)

Five possible intersection scenarios of a ray with a cylinder (gap)
are considered:

Case 1) The ray originates outside of a gap (x0
2 + y0

2 > r2) and
does not intersect the gap edge. In this case, the beam travels
entirely through the canopy and �case1

ci,j,t
= �t (see Eq. (4)).

Case 2) The ray originates inside of a gap and does not intersect
the gap edge (no intersection points satisfy 0 < Iz < H). In this case,
the beam travels entirely through the gap and �case2

ci,j,t
= 0 making

�diri,j,t
in Eq. (8) reduce to 1 (the beam is fully transmitted).

Case 3) The ray originates outside of a gap (x0
2 + y0

2 > r2), trav-
els through the canopy until it intersects only one gap edge and
exits out the top of the gap. The special case of a ray tangential to
a canopy gap can cause errors in this assumption. If the discrimi-
nant is zero the ray is tangential and �ci,j,t

= �t . Otherwise, the path
length traveled through the canopy is the distance from the ray ori-
gin to the single cylinder intersection and the canopy path length
is:

�case3
ci,j,t

=
√

(x0 − Ix(1))
2 + (y0 − Iy(1))

2 + (z0 − Iz(1))
2 (A10)

Case 4) The ray originates inside of a gap (x0
2 + y0

2 > r2). It trav-
els through the gap until it enters the canopy by intersecting a single
gap edge and exits out the top of the canopy. The path length trav-
eled through the canopy is then the difference between �t and the
distance from the ray origin to the single intersection:

�case4
ci,j,t

= �t − �case3
ci,j,t

(A11)
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Case 5) The ray originates outside of a gap (x0
2 + y0

2 > r2) and
has two intersection points with the gap (see Fig. A1). It travels
through the canopy, enters and then exits two gap edges, and trav-
els through more canopy until it exits out the top of the canopy. In
this case, the path length traveled through the canopy is the differ-
ence between �t and the distance between the two intersections
(i.e., the gap path length). The canopy path length is then:

�case5
ci,j,t

= �t −
√

(Ix(1) − Ix(2))
2 + (Iy(1) − Iy(2))

2 + (Iz(1) − Iz(2))
2 (A12)

To avoid a rare case that produces erroneous values, points
located exactly on the radius of the cylinder (x0

2 + y0
2 = r2) are

nudged toward the gap center by 0.1 m before the ray trace calcu-
lations are made.
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